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with v denoting a voxel. This process was repeated to form an activation map for each experiment. 156 Modeling the voxel-wise co-activations v 1 ; … ; v nv f gbe the voxel set, where n v is the number of voxels. So, 174 the normalized activation weight for the voxel x in the ith experiments 175 can be defined as
where P i (v x ) is the normalized weight for the activation at voxel x in the ith experiment. The max (AM i (v x )) is the maximum weight for the acti- given experiment. After converting the probability density into the nor-182 malized activation weight, the weight of the co-activation between any 183 two voxels across experiments can be defined as
where CoW x_y represents the co-activation weight between voxels x and y across experiments. n exp is the number of the experiments. In each experiment, the lines (for example, the black line) represent co-activation between the voxels at each end. (D) Deriving the null-distribution which can reflect the random spatial co-activation across experiments. The peak coordinates in each experiment were randomly permutated, and the maximum value of the co-activation from each permutation was used to create a random co-activation map with which to compare the actual co-activation map. (E) Deriving the voxel-based significant co-activation relationships. All the co-activation relationship maps were pooled, and the threshold for the pooled weight of each line was used to identify the lines that represented significant co-activation (for example, the black and the purple ones).
where CoW x_y k is the co-activation weight between any two voxels in the to distinguish the local and the long-range co-activation was defined as
where D is the distance (in mm) for distinguishing between local convergence and long-range co-activation, and, δ ¼ 
362
As a supplement to Simulation 2, Simulation 3 presented a situation 363 in which the two regions had no co-activations. The activation map 364 from ALE was similar to the DDM from CoPE in Simulation 3 (Fig. 4A ).
365
Moreover, the absence of co-activation between the two regions was 366 found by CoPE (Fig. 4B) , i.e., there was no co-activation relationship be-367 tween the regions around SP1 or SP2. In Fig. 5C , the long-range DDM showed that only the regions around SP1 378 and SP2 possessed long-range co-activations, a finding which was con-379 sistent with the simulation design. The detailed voxel-wise co-380 activation relationship is presented in Fig. 5D . Meanwhile, this simula-381 tion showed no long-range co-activation between SP3 and the others 382 (SP1 and SP2).
383
In Simulation 5, simulation datasets with different levels of random 384 noise were used to evaluate the CoPE method. As expected, given the 385 design of the simulation, co-activation occurred between the regions 386 around SP3 and SP4. In addition, the regions around SP1, SP2 and SP5 387 possessed co-activation relationships between any pair of the regions.
388
CoPE was able to identify co-activation relationships consistent with 389 the design at the different noise levels, although the extent of the co-390 activations was not precisely the same across the various noise levels.
391
The DDM and the voxel-wise co-activation matrix for the noise-free 392 dataset are presented in Fig. 6A . The co-activation relationship was con-393 sistent with the designed one (co-activations between SP1, SP2, and 394 SP5; co-activation between SP3 and SP4). The co-activation relationship 395 was preserved even with an increase in noise level ( Fig. 6B-D) . More-396 over, similarity in the distribution of the regions with dense co-397 activations was also preserved, although the extent of these regions 398 was a little different from the result from the noise free dataset (DDM 399 in Fig. 6A-D) . In the extreme situation (noise: informative foci 100:1), 400 although the co-activation was weaker, the regions corresponding to 401 the design in Simulation 5 could still be found (Supplemental Fig. 2 ).
402
In detail, little co-activation was found between the region around SP3 403 and the region around SP4. Co-activation was found between the re-404 gions around SP1, SP2, and SP5. Only individual local convergence was 405 found around SP1, SP2, and SP5 (Supplemental Fig. 2 ).
406
Working memory dataset 407 The working memory dataset was used to evaluate CoPE in a real ap-408 plication. The long-range co-activations mined from the dataset were 409 particularly interesting in that they showed co-activation relationships 410 between several core brain regions. In detail, the DDM and the local 411 DDM were both similar in the distributions of the significant regions 412 to those obtained using ALE (see Fig. 7A, B, and C) . However, the long-413 range DDM differed from the ALE result when the co-activation was re-414 stricted by distance (N12.12 mm; calculated as 3δ based on a N subj of 415 14.6). Although the ALE and the DDM (Fig. 7A & B, respectively) 416 reflected different aspects of the dataset, they showed similar results.
417
In the ALE result, the significant regions (Fig. 7A) for each permutation to reduce the computing cost. In addition, the con-513 servative upper bound provided a more strict correction for the co-514 activation weight, which was beneficial for the power of the test.
515
Identification of the local convergence and long-range co-activation 516 In the CoPE method, the reported coordinates were used as the cen-517 ters of Gaussian distributions to model activation in the gray matter.
518
Local convergence was reflected by the overlap between the estimated 519 probability density functions. If the local convergence was high around a 520 voxel, CoPE showed that the estimated probability density functions 521 densely overlapped with each other across the experiments. Thus, al-522 though local convergence was primarily generated using the model, activation and co-activation. CoPE was still able to find the activation re-562 gions in Simulation 2 (Fig. 3A) . Moreover, the voxel-wise co-activation 563 was also derived (Fig. 3B ). Further, Simulation 3 was supplementary to 564 Simulation 2, but the activation and the co-activation were inconsistent, 565 i.e., there was no co-activation between the two regions. When the 566 dataset of Simulation 3 was used, CoPE only found the activation regions 567 (Fig. 4A ), but the lack of co-activation became clear in the voxel-wise co-568 activation matrix (Fig. 4B ). These simulations showed that CoPE was able 569 to distinguish the activation and the co-activation relationships simulta-570 neously. Simulation 4 demonstrated the effects of local convergence and 
